USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10103.30

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

Host Bob says:
THE USS GENEVA AND ITS CREW ARE STILL MAROONED ON THE ROGUE PLANET

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Connects the power relays up to the rest of the ship..::

CO_Tucker says:
#::Walking through the forest with the AT::

Host Bob says:
THEY HAVE LOCATED THEIR SHIP IN A HANGER LOCATED SOME DISTANCE FROM THE MAIN CAMP

EO_Chapu says:
:: in the Geneva 's Engineering Bay,  still fixing the systems ::

MO_Landt says:
::at base camp cleaning up the empty injured area::

CEO_Galagar says:
@*Shipwide*: Attention all crew...power reactivation in 20 seconds prepare your repairs for a new flow of energy....

Host Bob says:
THE SHIP IS THERE WITH OTHER SHIPS, ALL IN MINT CONDITION, BUT UNPOWERED, AS THERE IS SOME SORT OF ENERGY DAMPENING FIELD SUPPRESSING THE MAIN POWER SOURCES

XO_Tran says:
#::flips open her tricorder and resumes her scans::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: gets ready for the power reactivation ::

Host Bob says:
HORRIBLE CREATURES HAVE PREVIOUSLY ATTACKED THE MAIN CAMP PRIOR TO ESTABLISHMENT OF A SECURITY FORCE FIELD

CSO_Shras says:
:: Patrolling the camp perimeter, taking the reports from the staff ::

CIV_Morath says:
::grabs his head as he sits up for the first time in days::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Hits the switch allowing the power generators to finally flow their energy into the ships main systems....starts allocating::

CO_Tucker says:
#XO: Still getting that reading?

Host Bob says:
SMALL SELF POWERED EQUIPMENT WHICH DOES NOT RELY ON THE GENEVA AS A SOURCE CONTINUE TO WORK INDEFINITELY, HOWEVER, COMMUNICATIONS WITH COMMUNICATORS IS IMPOSSIBLE TILL POWER IS RESTORED ON THE SHIP

MO_Landt says:
::heals the last injured crewman and sends him back to duty::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: hears the power starting to flow through the systems, continues repairs with the minimal power they have ::

CEO_Galagar says:
@COM: FCO: Any luck finding that dampening field source Mr. Sarlek?

CIV_Morath says:
MO: what’s been going on while I was out?

MO_Landt says:
::sits down with some other crewmen near the heated rocks for a short much needed rest::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: roaming the large hangar ::CEO: I am not having any luck.

XO_Tran says:
#CO: Aye... the occasional bloop has turned in to a more constant blip.

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  Ah, I'm glad to see you up and about.  Actually, a whole lot happened while you were unconscious...

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Holds his tricorder ahead of him as he walks::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: hears the power fading in and out ::

CO_Tucker says:
#::Smiles at the XO’s "technobabble"::  XO: Good

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Sighs....the power is holding....but is not growing....hopes that he doesn't have to shut it down again::

EO_Chapu says:
@Minor EO:  Ensign, do you hear the power coming and going?

MO_Landt says:
CIV: those creatures out there ambushed us, but luckily we were able to fight them off and put up a force field around base camp.  So we're safe for now, until the energy runs out that is...

CIV_Morath says:
MO: like what?

EO_Chapu says:
@<Minor EO> EO:  . . . . . . I . . . I hear something coming and going, but it is very, very faint.

CEO_Galagar says:
@COM: FCO: Very well...continue..

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  I just hope that they get here with a shuttle to take a bulk of the crew back to the Geneva where they'll be safer.

Host Bob says:
THE CAPTAIN AND HIS AWAY TEAM COME ACROSS ANOTHER ENCAMPMENT, ONE THAT WAS INHABITED UNTIL IT WAS TORN APART BY THE CREATURES OF THE NIGHT, AS THIS ENCAMPMENT WAS NOT PROTECTED BY ANY TYPE OF SECURITY SHIELD

CSO_Shras says:
:: begins to wonder how long they will stay there on this planet ::

XO_Tran says:
#::kicks at a clumped piece of dirt in her way and continues to move forward::

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  would you like to sit down?  There's plenty of room and I'm sure none of the other crewmen would mind...

EO_Chapu says:
@:: scans the near-by exposed systems for the problems ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Scans the area:: CO: Captain, Detecting organic trace residue sir...  Whoever they were... whatever they were... there gone now.....

MO_Landt says:
::sees the other crewmen nod for Morath to sit::

CIV_Morath says:
MO: no problem ::Falls down::

CO_Tucker says:
#CMO: While I would like to study this further, I believe we should move on.

XO_Tran says:
#::Catches something new on her tricorder and glances up::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Sends an energy pulse through the system to see if there is a leak or blockage..... doesn't see one though::

Host Bob says:
THERE ARE REMAINS OF THE FORMER INHABITANTS, RIPPED TO SHREDS, SCATTERED ABOUT THE ENCAMPMENT

MO_Landt says:
::catches Morath as he falls::  CIV:  I said sit, not plummet to the ground  ::helps him sit and smiles::

EO_Chapu says:
@::his scans doesn't reveal much to him ::

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  Are you feeling all right?

CMO_Immolisius says:
#CO: Sir....     Look....  ::Gasps at the number of skeletal remains::

CIV_Morath says:
MO: I meant to do that... I think

XO_Tran says:
#::frowns looking at the remaining traces of a camp::

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO:  Lt. Galagar, can you come here please?

TO_Aria says:
#::Surveys the area with a tricorder.::

CIV_Morath says:
MO: fine just dizzy

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Ok...seems like we've done our best here.... ::Hears the EO:: Sure... where are you?

EO_Chapu says:
@:: has the other EO continue on the other systems ::

MO_Landt says:
::grabs a cup of sterilized water and hands it to him::  Here, drink this, you may be dehydrated.

XO_Tran says:
#::hesitates in her stride as they walk by the ruin::

TO_Aria says:
#CMO:  This is unsettling for you, doctor?

EO_Chapu says:
@*CEO*:  I'm in . . . . Sector 2-Alpha of the systems retrieval.

MO_Landt says:
::starts scanning Morath with her tricorder::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@*CEO*: This search is futile...there is nothing here

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks to system retrieval...and then climbs down to alpha...and goes to sector 2::

CEO_Galagar says:
@*FCO*: It would seem so.... please round up your crew.... the ship is ready... it’s time we head back to camp.

FCO_Sarlek says:
@*CEO*: Aye

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  You're fine, just a little weak and dehydrated.  I'd give you a hypospray but we've run out.  Just keep sipping the water and you should feel better soon.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks up to the EO:: EO: Ok... what do you have?

CSO_Shras says:
:: with is only working PADD review the crew rooster and make sure that all shifts are fully staffed and that all crew members get their share of sleeping time ::

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO:  Lt., this piece of system here is having a problem.  The energy flow is not steady.  I can here it coming and going.  But I can't find the problem.

CEO_Galagar says:
@EO: It’s probably not the system itself...but rather the lack of energy...

TO_Aria says:
#XO: This area is extremely unusual.  It appears to support life, however it does not provide the means easily.

CIV_Morath says:
MO: I'll help out security ::tries to get up but fails::

XO_Tran says:
#TO: Worst thing is, we're stuck here until we can find a way to get that dampening field down.

Prime_Tregen says:
#:: a large flat stone starts to slide on the ground::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Frowns slightly as he walks::

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO:  It's the energy lack, sir?

CO_Tucker says:
#::Continues walking with the rest of the AT::

TO_Aria says:
#XO: Have we found the source of it power yet?

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  Stay here and rest.  You need to recuperate or you'll be no good to anyone.  I'll be back.  I need to find Cmdr. Shras...  ::gets up and heads into the dark::

XO_Tran says:
#TO: I've gotten a stronger signal on my tricorder... nothing more as of now.  Anything on yours?

CEO_Galagar says:
@EO: Yes, we don't have enough for any of the systems..... and that’s why... well... let me show you.... ::Opens up a plasma valve to show only a trickle of hot plasma::

MO_Landt says:
::shines her portable light over base camp and spies the CSO::

Prime_Tregen says:
#:: the stone moves several feet before stopping and a figure rapped in cloth and wearing red goggles pokes out::

MO_Landt says:
::heads over to the CSO::

CIV_Morath says:
::lays back down::

Prime_Tregen says:
# ::scans down the hillside.. a crater caused by the impact of some ancient space rock::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Scans the area for organic traces::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Sir, may I speak with you?

EO_Chapu says:
@:: sees his chief's visual aid and understands what he means ::

XO_Tran says:
#::sighs:: TO: This is survival of the fittest if I've ever seen it...

CEO_Galagar says:
@EO: So that’s why we are moving out.... we can't do anything more here.

CSO_Shras says:
:: startled by the MO ::

TO_Aria says:
#XO: Quite right Commander.

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO: Aye, sir.  What's the next step, sir?

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Hey! Yes, please do..

CO_Tucker says:
#::Catches a movement out of the corner of his eye::

Prime_Tregen says:
#:: watches the hot spots on her infrared::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Senses something and looks around::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::ducks back into the rocks and watches::

TO_Aria says:
#CO/XO: Shall we continue on?

CEO_Galagar says:
@EO: I want you to round up the crew.... and get them to meet up with Mr. Sarlek outside... I'll join you in a moment.

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  I'm sorry if I startled you, but we're running low on supplies again.  Also, do you know how much longer the force fields will stay powered?

EO_Chapu says:
:: closes up the systems they have been working on and the ENG kits they have been using ::

CO_Tucker says:
#::Scans with his tricorder, registering a life sign::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#CO: Picking up life signs!

CO_Tucker says:
#ALL: All stop.

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO:  Yes, sir.

Prime_Tregen says:
#:: pulls out a hand crafted foot long stone blade.. Made of slick looking black ore.. Some odd mineral found in the old volcanoes::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks back to ME...via JF's::

TO_Aria says:
#::Stops and stands ready.::

TO_Aria says:
#CO: Captain?

CSO_Shras says:
MO: We have power on the shields for many hours, unless the creatures launch numerous attacks until the AT returns....

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Traces it and turns:: CO: There, on that hill  ::Points::

TO_Aria says:
#CMO: Doctor?

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: waits near the ship ::

XO_Tran says:
#::catches a reading on her tricorder::  All: Whatever it is... its in that direction. It doesn't seem to be similar to the creatures we encountered at the camp.

EO_Chapu says:
@:: catches the EO's line of sight and nods one way to indicate moving that way ::

CO_Tucker says:
#ALL: There is something up on the hill. ::Whispering::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: But for the supplies we will have to send a team to see if they can recover more from the ship

CEO_Galagar says:
@<A group of engineers> ::Walk up to the FCO:: FCO: Reporting as ordered sir....

TO_Aria says:
#CO: Shall I take the point and clear the way Sir?

Prime_Tregen says:
#::pulls the rock back over the opening and hurries into the caves created by volcanic activity.. Heading for lower ground.. Think she might have found dinner::

CO_Tucker says:
#::Motions for the TO to move to the left flank of the "creature"::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@Engineers: Pack up we are going back.

XO_Tran says:
#::reloads her rifle with a power cell as a precaution::

EO_Chapu says:
:: they grab the remaining engineers  on the ship and move outside to catch up with the rest of the AT ::

TO_Aria says:
#::Moves to the Captain’s instructions.::

CO_Tucker says:
#::Motions the rest of the team straight up the hill, phaser drawn::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#CO: The life sign is growing faint, it may be in distress!

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Walks back into ME, and turns the generators on an over-exertion-output, versus a difractual one::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::passes her domain.. Light with the faint red glow of fresh lava from what’s left of the planets molten core.. and heads upwards.. Behind the AT::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  The supplies aren't urgently needed...and it's pretty dangerous to leave base camp with the creature’s circling continuously...

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Make a list of all needed medical supplies by priorities, keeping in mind that the team will not be able to bring large or heavy equipment

CEO_Galagar says:
@:: Exits the ship.... and walks up to the FCO::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::crawls out in silence behind her prey and watches for the lager in the group::

CO_Tucker says:
#ALL: Let it go... we don't have time for this.  But be extra careful.

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Yes sir, I just thought I should inform you of our situation.

TO_Aria says:
#::Keeps an eye on the location of the creature and on each member of the AT.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Glances at his readings, decides with the erraticness to pull out his phaser and set it to mild stun::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: If I don't receive words from the AT’s I will assemble another one for supplies

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CEO: We ready?

EO_Chapu says:
@ :: walks towards the FCO and CEO ::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Sees the EO:: All: Everyone here... if your not here raise your hand now.

Prime_Tregen says:
#::notices the leading creature moved ahead of the pack.. Moves in the shadows into position::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: What can you report on the crew health condition?

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO/FCO:  I've got my group out.

XO_Tran says:
#::feels a chill and cautiously looks around her position::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Understood...I'll get started on the list.  Hopefully the shuttle will come before we have to send out another AT

CO_Tucker says:
#::Motions for everyone to move forward, in the direction of the XO's bloop::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Moves along holding out his tricorder in his left hand and the phaser in his right::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  All of the injured are back on duty, however, everyone is fatigued and cold which brings down the health of the whole crew.

TO_Aria says:
#::Moves closer to the rest of the AT staying alert.::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Smiles... sees no hands.... checks the roster... calling out all the names::

XO_Tran says:
#::opens up her tricorder again and finds the reading::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::runs with a growl across the path and jumps the CO.. knocking him over and dragging him a few feet::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  I suggest that we stay close to the heated rocks and keep in groups of 2 or more for safety

CSO_Shras says:
MO: That what I thought, we are on full alert since long....

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Runs and Pulls the creature from the CO::

TO_Aria says:
#CO: Captain!!!

CO_Tucker says:
#::Gets knocked down, wondering what is going on::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: double-checks the roster ::

TO_Aria says:
#::Aims at the creature.::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::pulls hand back ready to strike:: CO: finally! Meat!

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Gets a grip on it and yanks it away from the captain::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: I'll ask the crew to keep the tents closed to keep the warm and to stay in groups in them....

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Nods:: All: Ok... that appears to be it.... everyone pick up your equipment, and put your weapons on stun.... we're moving out...

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Have you got all the sleep necessary?

CO_Tucker says:
#::Attempts to stop the "Creature"::

CIV_Morath says:
::stands up and walks over to the MO:: MO: I plan to help out the security details if I can get a clean bill of health

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Sends his phaser cracking into the creatures head, or what he believes it to be and tries to get it off of the captain:: CO: Sir!!!

XO_Tran says:
#::turns around startled, takes aim and waits for a clear shot::  All: It speaks?!

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: Leave him be!!!  What do you want?

CEO_Galagar says:
@EO: I want you to take the lead.... FCO: I want you to take the back....

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Thank you, sir.  And I feel as good as any of the rest of the crew. You should probably rest as well.

Prime_Tregen says:
#::drops the prey and runs for the shadows::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CEO: Roger that

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Grabs the creature and restrains it::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: grabs his stuff, sets the settings, takes his place on the front flank (as the CEO says) and start to move out ::

TO_Aria says:
#::Chasses after it.::

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO:  Yes sir.

MO_Landt says:
CIV:  You can go back to duty if you keep a pouch of water with you.  You need to stay hydrated.

TO_Aria says:
#Prime:  Stop, We come in peace; let us help you.

Prime_Tregen says:
#::leaps like a cat over a pile of rocks::

CO_Tucker says:
#ALL: What was that...

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Starts walking towards the camp taking a left flank...while directing Demanche to take right::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Yes I know, we all need some rest, but I do not want anyone doing more than two shifts without sleep...

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: starts walking along

CO_Tucker says:
#ALL: It spoke to me; it is sentient.

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Understood.

TO_Aria says:
#::Discontinues the chase.:: CO: Captain?

CIV_Morath says:
MO: will do ::pats the water on his side and walks off::

XO_Tran says:
#::pulls her med-kit off her shoulder:: CO: Now Captain, stay down...

Prime_Tregen says:
# TO: funny help.. keep help.. You’ll need it for your own..

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Looks at his hand and sees a cloth:: CO: Sir....   Look....     ::Holds out the cloth::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Keep me posted on anything happening with the crew condition

XO_Tran says:
#::looks at the Doctor:: CMO: Doc, want to lend a hand?

EO_Chapu says:
@:: hopes that nothing happens as they walk back to camp ::

TO_Aria says:
#::Calls out.::  Prime: Please talk to us, we do not want to hurt you!

MO_Landt says:
CSO:   Yes sir, I'll go get started on that supply list.

CSO_Shras says:
MO: and continue filling me with ideas, I'll let you to your duties now..

Prime_Tregen says:
#::growls:: TO: to late beast..  ::heads back up the hill::

CO_Tucker says:
#XO: I am OK.  Just a little shaken.

XO_Tran says:
#ALL: It is sentient.  I heard it speak.

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Grabs his medical kit and goes over to the CO:: XO: Yes... Ma'am

TO_Aria says:
#::Whispering.::  CO: I think I can get it to talk to us, It responded to me.

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: What is too late!!!!!  ::Calls out.::

CIV_Morath says:
::Patrols the perimeter of the camp::

MO_Landt says:
::nods in acknowledgement to the CSO and heads back to one of the tents::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Scans the CO:: CO: Nothing serious just a scratch, and a few bruises from the fall, nothing that will kill you.

Prime_Tregen says:
#::heads along the wall of the crater::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: checks the group to see if they have everyone ::

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime:  Come talk to us.  If you are hungry, we have some food.  ::thinks about the SF rations and grimaces::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::pauses and turns:: self: trick..

MO_Landt says:
::sits down next to a crewman and enters the list of supplies needed into her PADD::

XO_Tran says:
#::stands up and calls out:: Prime: We can help each other!

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: Come, and talk to us.

Prime_Tregen says:
# ::yells back:: XO: you trick! 

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Notices a small movement of creatures...hopes that the engineers don't disturb them::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#CO: Sir...   I think I have an unused ration pack on me...   ::Feels around and pulls one out::

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime:  Please, we mean no harm, and could use some information.

EO_Chapu says:
@:: replaces his phaser in the holster as they near the camp ::

CSO_Shras says:
:: continues is walk around the camp, stopping to talk to an ensign or a lieutenant, getting reports and feelings on the situation ::

TO_Aria says:
#::Hands her phaser and rifle and tricorder to the XO and walks toward the hill a few feet arms out showing no hostile intention.::  Prime: See I will not hurt you.

XO_Tran says:
#Prime: No... We have nothing to gain from tricking you.  Besides, it's not our way to trick others.

CMO_Immolisius says:
#Prime: If you are hungry we have food...  ::Holds out the ration pack::

CIV_Morath says:
::listen to the noises of the jungle and the movement of the animals::

XO_Tran says:
#::takes the weapons from Aria:: TO: Carefully Lieutenant... ::whispered::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::huffs and growls.. But, turns and approaches them.. black shiny blade still drawn::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Sees that his tricorder picks up some lodestone.... picks a piece up... and then notices some reading from plutonium::

CEO_Galagar says:
@ All: All Stop...

TO_Aria says:
#::Seeing the blade.::  Prime: Come.

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Holds out the pack un faltered, itching to scan it fully with his medical tricorder::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: raises his weapon ::

Prime_Tregen says:
# ::face and body is still mostly covered in thick layers of black, blue and green cloth, but you can make out the thin and long tail whipping around in the back::

MO_Landt says:
::sighs as her body warms by the fire::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: comes to a dead stop while taking out his phaser and looking around ::

CO_Tucker says:
#::Watches as the gray skinned creature move toward them, it appears to look very much like a demon::

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: How long have you been here?  ::Approaching her slowly hands out.::

CEO_Galagar says:
@All: I am detecting some plutonium deposits.... follow me... or your tricorders...

XO_Tran says:
#::Sees the creature appearing again::

Prime_Tregen says:
#:: face twitches under cloth.. growling:: all: this is close.. no more.. speak.. Hunt I must..

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Starts following the readings::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: continues walking, weapon ready ::

XO_Tran says:
#::Watches Aria and the creature's movements::

TO_Aria says:
#::Stops at her request.::  Prime: Hunt to survive?

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime: I am Captain Tucker of the Starship Geneva, What is your name?

CMO_Immolisius says:
#Prime: Why hunt?  We give you food...   ::Holds out the rations::

EO_Chapu says:
@::replaces his phaser and takes out his tricorder; then  starts to look for the plutonium ::

Prime_Tregen says:
# ::steps back from the TO and points blade:: TO: I eat.. you must not.. you are odd.. ::looks at the CO:: CO: so you do lead.. I am Tra-Gon the prime concel

CO_Tucker says:
#::Motions for the doctor to give Prime the rations::

XO_Tran says:
#::watches Prime quiet vigilance as she approaches slowly::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Notices a large mound of shrubs....::

Prime_Tregen says:
# CO: more trick.. 

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime:  Tra-Gon, no tricks, it is food.  I do want some questions answered in return though.

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: Tra-Gon.  We are different species indeed, however we can work together.

EO_Chapu @:: punches in some more points to find very little of what they need ::  (Bleep.wav)

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Walks up to the creature with a strait posture:: Prime: Here is food...  ::Holds out the ration pack:: Prime: Will you accept our gift?

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Tries to move the shrubs out of the way...finds a metal.. something underneath::

Prime_Tregen says:
::looks at the funny wrapper:: CMO: that is metal.. you are weak in the mind odd one.. 

EO_Chapu says:
@:: looks towards CEO, sees that he has found something, and he decided to go over there to help ::

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime: And I will be happy to answer yours, if I can.

XO_Tran says:
#Prime: You have to open it.  The food is inside.

Prime_Tregen says:
# CO: mine have moved on from this place.. There is no time here.. The mother life giver doesn't exist.. 

CMO_Immolisius says:
#Prime: Oh But look...  ::Peels the wrapper revealing standard federation rations::

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime: How did you get here?

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO:  Lt., you need some help?

Prime_Tregen says:
#::smells the ration from a distance.. and puts blade down a bit:: CMO: Klesar? Where did you get that!

CEO_Galagar says:
@EO: Yeah... I found this metal.... something... help me get off these branches

CMO_Immolisius says:
#Prime: You want?   ::Holds it out to the creature::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: helps the CEO start moving the branches ::

TO_Aria says:
#::Slowly backs away toward the CO and XO.::

CSO_Shras says:
:: returns to the command tent to file his report and logs ::

Prime_Tregen says:
#CO: my ship was swallowed by the great dark and dropped here.. there was no time.. my people died.. Maybe from lack of hope.. Hope is life.. There is no day giver.. so hope must be the light.. And theirs was all lost

MO_Landt says:
::completes the supply list and leaves the tent to find the CSO::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: keeping an eye on the area ::

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: I am going to go sit down, will you join me?

CMO_Immolisius says:
#Prime: Have you encountered others. Similar to us?

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime: My ship was also forced here.  Perhaps we can help one another.

Prime_Tregen says:
# TO: it is too cold here..  CO: come.. Gather yourselves.. We return to the light.. Come ::heads back to the cave entrance..

MO_Landt says:
::enters the command tent:: CSO:  here is the supply list you asked for, sir.  ::hands him the PADD::

TO_Aria says:
#::Puts her phaser back in the holster and the rifle across her lap, while opening her tricorder and holding it.::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: touches the sheet of metal and it is warm;  pulls his hand back out of reflex, not expecting it ::

CIV_Morath says:
::sits down on a near by rock to think::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Finds a crease of some doors....::  All: Look's like we've got an entrance of sorts here.

CSO_Shras says:
:: takes the list from the MO and looks at it ::

XO_Tran says:
#::Looks at the Captain:: Self:  Light?

Prime_Tregen says:
# XO: yes.. the blood of this demon world

TO_Aria says:
#CO: Perhaps shelter would be good for the night Captain, it will give us a chance to rest.  ::Cautious sound in voice.::

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime: Is it safe.  ::looks to the rest of the crew::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#CO: Sir.. Umm Orders?

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Good, I'll prepare the list of the AT members, but I will wait some more before sending it...

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CEO: We should be cautious

Prime_Tregen says:
# CO: it is if you follow me.. 

EO_Chapu says:
@:: sees what the CEO does, and he works a little faster than he was a moment ago, in which was way faster than the CEO ::

CEO_Galagar says:
FCO: Do you have a good idea of how to open it?

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Warn me as soon as your supplies gets near critical...

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime: we will go with you.

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: You know this land well?

FCO_Sarlek says:
CEO: Let me take a look at it

CO_Tucker says:
#TO: Keep alert Lt.

Prime_Tregen says:
# TO: I feel as if I were part of it.. it has taken my spirit

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: scans the door ::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Understood, sir.

CO_Tucker says:
#ALL: Everyone stay on his or her toes.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Stands back to let the FCO do his scans::

TO_Aria says:
#::Nods at the Captain.::  Prime: How long have you been here?

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Follows the team::

EO_Chapu says:
@:: finishes his side; he then touches the spot he did earlier, but it seems to be cool now ::

XO_Tran says:
#::nods, begins to follow behind the Captain, rifle ready, and tricorder open::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::moves into the cave and drags a rock along the walls making bright yellow sparks and a light glowing line on the rocks..::  #All: follow.. hurry

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Follows::

CO_Tucker says:
#::Follows Prime down the cavern::

TO_Aria says:
#::Follows cautiously, making note of the entire path both mentally and on the tricorder.::

XO_Tran says:
#::Watches what Prime does and continues through the cave::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::after a nice walk.. Enters an area when the air gets warmer and the sound of water can be heard running.. A faint red glow starts::

XO_Tran says:
#::scans the wall around them with her tricorder::

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: What is that red glow?

CO_Tucker says:
#::Feels the warmth... and relishes it::

EO_Chapu says:
@::waits for the FCO to finish his scan ::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  If that is all, sir, I'd better go see if I have any patients waiting in the medical tent... ::heads out of the command tent and towards the medical tent::

TO_Aria says:
#CO/XO: That is water up ahead.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Gathers the PADDs of the other engineers.... and starts to write his Log::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::brings the AT into a tall open cavern.. Light by lamps burning animal oil and by the red glow from open and hot lava pits.. An underground hot spring roars not far off.. Providing water, waste disposal and some fish::

TO_Aria says:
#Prime: You have made this you home?

XO_Tran says:
#All: And the springs are providing natural heat.

CMO_Immolisius says:
#Prime: Amazing...   ::Pulls out his medical tricorder and scans the creature from a certain distance::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::the room is notably warm and a tad steamy.. a few pieces of odd alien technology lay here and there.. Along with several hand made weapons and alien fire arms::

MO_Landt says:
::enters medical tent and reheats the pile of rocks that had cooled while she was away::

TO_Aria says:
#::Thinks this place reminds her of Vulcan and Bajor at the same time.::

Prime_Tregen says:
#all: this is my hope.. Here I live

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CEO: My scans reveal absolutely nothing. This hatch is well armored.

CO_Tucker says:
#::Notes the devices strewn about, stays cautious::

CMO_Immolisius says:
#Prime: Can you remove that mask; I am interested to see your face...

XO_Tran says:
#::looks around and shakes her head, almost not able to believe that something like this was found on this planet...::

TO_Aria says:
#::Looks around.::

Prime_Tregen says:
#::unwraps her body and is wearing a tattered blue uniform::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Looks up:: @FCO: Noted....leave a PADD noting this places location.... ALL: We move out again... ::Goes back to his PADD::

EO_Chapu says:
@CEO:  There's no panel, no knobs, nothing to open it.

Prime_Tregen says:
# CO: the night beings don’t like the light.. We are safe here.. Be at peace..

EO_Chapu says:
@:: continues to lead the group to the campsite ::

MO_Landt says:
::rubs her bare arms and throws a blanket over herself to keep warm::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Follows the EO back to camp::

TO_Aria says:
#CO: I will take the first watch, so you can rest Captain.

CO_Tucker says:
#Prime: It seems you have found a fairly comfortable home.

CSO_Shras says:
:: completes his report and then takes some rest on his camp bed ::

Prime_Tregen says:
#CO: yes..   TO: none come here.. rest

CMO_Immolisius says:
#::Sits down and looks around:: CO: I have been thinking, maybe we should propose to take Prime with us off this planet if we can make it...  And another space faring life that we may find to be trapped here.

Host Bob says:
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